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October 9, 1975

LIFE, LIBERTY,
AND THE
PURSUIT OF
EDUCATION.
By Ann Hackenson
Nam war and Nixon. The issue at Cape Cod Community Colege. He
"They say c~tback, w~ say hand hits close to home and ef- continued in stating that inflation
fightback" was the theme chant
1
'
d d' 't
fects every student in the Mass. P us receSSIOn cause a eflcl e
heard throughout the protest
h' h th Stat f M . , th
College System, universites w IC
e
e 0
ss IS In e
demonstration, yesterday on the State
and community colleges. It's the m}'ds t , He posed the ques t'IOn;
Boston Common, directly across fundamental ability for the that the studetns were not the
from the State
Ap- government to provide it's cause, whY shouId they pay.? I n
' House.
proxima tely 1500 students students with higher quality J uIy, the IegIS
. 1 tu
a re deel'ded t0
arrived, showing their concern education. The cutbacks con- make small cuts in the budget,
for the propossed budget cuts and cerning such foundations would but the b'll
. ' t d They
I was reJe c e.
tuition hikes. They could be heard cause the eventual break down of revised it with even more cuts,
saying "Education is our right - them. Consequently. "fewer one of which is the 10% cutback in
no cutbacks - students unite!' A d '
N
th
Id
people would be able to attend e ucation. ext year ey wou
number of student leaders spoke college and the eventual notably try .more. He stressed
breiflyon the consequences of a destruction of institues of higher that we should help the governbudget cut and the raise in tuition. education connected with the ment find alternatives to these
They all stressed heavily the state would ensue. He urged all proposed cutbacks, namely in big
need for involvement from the concerned students and faculty to busin ess. In conjunction, Wendy
students and the faculty.
. unite and make their voices heard Gordan, from Massasoit Comm,
Moreover, the students and. 'at the "hell".
CoIl. reported 169 open positions
Second on the agenda was at her school which will not be
faculty must join efforts in
fighting the unjust bill and Peter Taylor, President of SGA at filled. There will be a massive
become united in a stand agains~'
(con't page :J)
..._iJiiiiiiioI..·.....';.;;-Oiiii
....·iiiii-·..iiii--ilii··.·_ _ _ _ _ _,;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiIi_ _ _ _ _ _......iiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;",it. Organizations must be formed . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -............- - - - -.........
to inform and arouse the students
from passiveness to definite
action. The apathy among thoSe
who are elegible to vote appalled
many leaders but clearly this
feeling is changing. A most
by Kevin Cleverly
important thing to do - if it has not
already been done - is register to
This office (just inside Boyden open, just walk in, Of course, if . vote and then do so, That's it _
Hall, .up the front stairs, turn you wish to talk to anyone except Vote!' The student body as a
right, that's it!) used to be called Linda' (unless your problem is. whole, united as one can apply
Student Services. The name has urgent) it would be wise to make pressure to· Mass legislatures
by Roseanne Mlcconi
been changed, and so have a few an appointment.
seeking re-election. If these men
:>f the faces. There are no new
They also see themselves as and women do not comply with Oct, 7, at 8p.m. in the SU
people, but a few old members educators, in the broad sense of the students basic right, then Demonstration room , a lecture
have left.
Al Pettipaw, who the word being an integral part of subsequently the student will was . presented on the CIA by
worked on men's housing and the the edu~ative process, drawing support those running in op- Burt Osborn began the lecture
career placemnt center, and out potential, helping people to a
pOSition who will.
with a brief outline of his own
Martha Jones, who also was with greater awareness of themselves,
To begin the rally, tow skits back ground and past inthe career placemnt center • and or just being there to talk. .
were performed by several volvement in CIA as will as inmost recently Mrs. Ruth Parker,
Which brings us to counselmg.
students from both Boston State formation relating to it's insecretary, who has transferred to Student Affairs is involved in and U. Mass at Boston. Each
corporation as a goverment
Academic
Advising. I was many types of counseling- show was a satire on the working
assured, however, that the work is Personal, health, vocational, and of the Massachusetts State agency.
Mr. Osborn appeared to be a
being done without them
p~¥chiatric. A~ well as stude?ts
Legislators. The first was conThe people in Stuqent Affairs just walking III they. receive cerned with the proposal of the personable and! intelligent
are: Dean Breslin: dean of refeerral from
the ad- bill which hiked tuition costs~ The speaker, who quickly attained
students Dean'jjeep- ass't dean of ministration, faculty, and other main character was Governor attention of the sparsely seated
students Dr. Diethelm- clinical students.
.
"DuCutus", with his state 'audience, a f~ctor that may be
to the concurrent
psychologist Miss FitzgeraldStudent Affairs is also involved legislator, Senator "Lotsabucks" attributed
director of housing Linda i)~nbo- in housing approximately eleven and Representative "Rip 'im off" I airing of the Red Sox game. His
secretary
hundred students on and off 'along with a member of the backgroun included training in
In speaking with Dean Breslin, campus this year. In short, th~s "Bored of Trusters". Songs were European Opera tions he had
she summed up the feeling of S.A. office has people, and theIr sung in saterical form with the worked as an agent RandIer, in
in saying, "we like to think of development, as it's main con- sound of clapping in agreement Southeast Asia and had been
ourselves as having an HOpen cern.,
from the audience. The second extensively involved in Phoenix a
~D~o~o:r...".r!p;o::.:li;;Cy~-;.".:t:h;e;d:oo:r:.;i;;s.;a:.;lw;;ay~s;..--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, skit was also involved with the
"think tank ariented concept..."
budget cuts, with the Governor
to go in and find find the superFEATURES
slowly "eating" away at the
structurethat existed in Vietnam.
human services, such as higher
WIlliam Colby our present
the size of the budget, much
W:ho are all the boys seeing? pg. 5 quality education, health' ser- director of the CIA had. been the 'know
less
how it is used.This in.;;
vices, welfare, and the coming of
designer and engineer of this
formation
served as an
the sales tax until nothing was
program.
Hello Dolly pg. 6
stimulating device which the
left. During these preliminary
!Mr. Osborn threw several
audience reacted to in a verbal
works, students were sent around
key questions out to the audience
response.
selling bumper stickers, and
Keith Berger pg. 7
which he succeeded in answering
The CIA had orginally been se1
yellow buttons denoucing the
by the end of the lecture. "How
up in 1947 as a "covert, clanintended budget cuts, in order to
does get us" in terms of the vast
Pandora's Box pg 7
destine, secret,
organization,
help fund the demonstration amount of money, the CIAis
rally.
without congressional 'access.
allocated by Congress, "How does
Mike Bissonette from North
Four different functions were
SPORTS
the CIA affeect us'? The CIA's
Adams Sta te College, was the
assigned to the agency.
opening speaker. He remarked 'budget is hidden disguised in a
1) Director of Intelligence·
,Frosh Follies pg. 12
false category of the defense
that the issue in question is not
collects information
qppropriations, Few~r than a
about an unjust war or over a
(con-t page 8)
Bears are number I pg. 10
dozen congr,esspersons even
president, as were true in the Viet
I
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BDIT·DI'II'L·.
Common Canse?·
The Boston Common in the 200 odd years of its existence has been the
scene of many gatherings. Originally the townsfolk let thier cows and
sheep graze on its green. Today park benches, pidgeons, children in
wading pools, and frisbee throwing executives on their lunch hour have
made the common their mainstay.
.
But the Boston Common has also set the scene for many demon- .
strations. Itslocation is perfect, right across the street from the State
House. Bostonians learned early in our history that mobbing was the.
most effective way to express their unhappiness with the workings of the
those in power. What better way to make the legislators aware of the
constituents distress than to picket in forn of their doorstep.
Unfortunately, the chanting, picketing, and storming that came of
Wed·nesday's rally against cutbacks in education was all but too late.
Cutbacks are going to have to be made. Massachusetts like
New York City, fellfnto debt a long time before anyone hltd
.the smarts to try and reverse course"
Why cut eQucation though we ask. Why must we as students, have to
suffer for the blunders of those who govern the commonwealth. The
answer is obvious. The college as an institution does not pay taxes, we
are a non-profiting, non-contributing. problem in the finances of the
commonwealth; a luxuary which at this time cannot be afforded.
So what can be done to prevent future generations of students from
conteft was just a game for the
suffering the ,same pending fate we now face.
To the Oa88 of '79
A facul ty member from Massasoiette Community College was quoted most popular and beautiful
female on campus, and not an
in the front page article as calling for, "communication".
event based on qualities of
We as students, faculty members, and citizens must communicate leadership andachievement.
To the class otf 79, if you went class to fulfill your wishes andwith our legislatures, through the ballot box, lobbying, letters, and as Those senators further stated that
to orientation you k~ow _
~~m~!lds. I'm g<!ing_ to try to do
tradition dictates , demonstration. All these means together must be in any way the matter was looked
"The
Climb
to
79".
tms,
but Ineed your support.
the
theme
was
used in order to let the legisla tors know how we feel.
at, final agreement would be that
Well it's going to take more than When the time come.$.:for S.G.A.
We live in a common wealth, we share common problems, and must it was still discriminatory and
just a theme to get us there. It's' elections look .for my name,
live by common Jaws. As long as we share a common foresight we can chauvinistic. .
.~
to take leaders of your my. Stephen Gray because : Stephen
going
work out common solutions .... maybe even preventions.
Some one from the gallery
Gray will show you the way.
SJL
spoke of possibly changing the.
contest of home- coming queen to:
an event representing all the
traditional values of leadership'
responsibHty, etc.' (male or
We have the power and the ability female)
jMy oopion , as a concerned
to work with this in order to
promote the betterment of our- student, is that the election of a
selves and others. Is it not far homecoming queen is wrong . I
more just that we be rewarded for strongly believe that the old
something we are responsible for traditional values of the contest
rather I than something that is are no longer being considered.
.beyond our power?
Revision is needed, because the ...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..........- Perhaps this is all a roun- candidtates for home coming...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _..
Open letter
dabout way of making my point.
queen have become a focal point'
~O
It is my contention that beauty for
misplaced values.
\UI
~
contests or contests
for
Will you, as concerned into BSe Women
Homecoming Queen are unjust in dividuals
continue
being
I that they bypass the most vital
chauvinistic and dehumanizing?
qualities a human being could Heave this matter up to you to
They are labeled consider. Iurge you to speakl to
I respectfully acknowledge the possess.
privledge of any woman who. feels "beauty contests" yet, they do not your representative senators
it approiate to participate in the truly seek beauty.
Sue Lawson.......................... Ed!tor-fn.cbJef
For in any true search for about this problem.
nominations and selections of
J~ttQIJ;:oJUmt..RU
............... ~Managing / Arts EdJtor
at
Steve
LaskoffS.G.A.
Senator
homecoming queen. Yet, I feel it beauty one must look past large.
Richard C. Tonner •••••••••••Newa ~r
my responsibility to indicate the superficial qualities and gaze
Joe .S1lv1·~·.................~••.sports Editor
implications that are present within the heart, mind, and very
Uncia
MaloneyH.(........._ ••,BUlbless fMaaager
soul,
of
a
person,
when such an action is taken.
Katie Mason•••••.:•••••••••••••...Adve~tng MlJJ.8ier
A
BSe
SENIOR
Deanne
Sullivan
When presenting such imBarbara Tobln...................PhQ(ocraphy Editor
plications lam confronted with Action Center for Women
Mary Chr18 Kenny........... ~ ••~ Edltor .
the age old issue of the exKathy Brown.·............._OCfJce. Manaaer
ploitation of women. It is each
lam a senior, who for the first
woman's (as well as human
time attended a class meeting
being's) INTRINSIC RIGHT TO
...
before Convaction. I have to
Priorities
WALK I TALK, DRESS, AND
admit Iwas moved
by Bill
·lalf·
~nJ.,
LOOK AS IS SUITAtable to her
Abrahams speech about getting
character. Yet, contests for
involved and decided to do so.
homecoming queen, which are in
Koseanne Mlcconl
At the end of the meeting
To the editor,
At tonights
Kathy~·
my estima tion equivalent to
JimKeUy
names
were
taken
for
parJ<ev1n
Cleverly
SgA meeting, Ipropose a motion
. Dotty T1sevlch .
beauty contests in· many ways
. SteVe AIUeri
.
ticipation
in
.different
activities.
SUI Swift
"not to nominate a home coming
Richard Pacheco
compronise thi.s right . These
Cbarlle·StOCkb.ridle :. l ,.
Names-no
addresses,
orphone
Mary
Anne
'Gu.errettaz
queen from SGA and to recBob DeYoung
contests .encourage women to
numbers.
Anne Hac;k1n3on
commed
to
other
campus
M.lke
MacHardy
adjust their . physical appearence
Now what happens? Well Mr.
Kevin Ferry
organizations· that" they not
to fit the taste of the nominating
Lyrm
Johnson
Arahams et all, I'm ready to get
Kevu.Hanron
nominate a queen either? My in volved; where you? live seen
committee. In doing this women
Donna Demurs'
rationale behind this was that it is notices to the general student
are compromising their
indiscriminatory and chauuvinistic. body,butnonerotheseniorswhor-------------------__________________~______----~~
di viduality.
After heated debated yhemotion want to work at these things. Its
There are, however, other
was defeated.
issues at hand. In such contests
beginning to look like the
'ffiE COMMENT is a student s\l?,t)o~ed and operated
-t--~
The rationale behind the organizees of these adivities
women are put on display, exweekly newspape~ serrmg th~ academic community of
senate's defeatiof the motion either don't want help or have
ploited, gazed on, and rated on
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy determined
such superficial characteristics
was:
already chosen their "helpers".
by the Editor-fn-Chief in consultation with the Editorial
as height, weight, bust size, hair
1) most sena tors did not know how
Get on the stick "officers".
Board. Re-pubUcaclon of all mate'rial printed hel"ein is
style, etc.
Even more unthe student body felt on this How about getting together and
forbidden
without the expressed written permission of the
derhanded is the fact that women
matter, therefore could not vote following up on your proposals.
Editor-ln-Chief. Letters to the Editor are encourag"'d
are acclaimed' and awarded .. positively without sludent feed- Afeew friends and a lot of hot air
b:tt are limited to 250 words ot" less Letters
t be-' .
recognition for possessing these
does 'not a good senior class
sign d b
eo'
•
~
l11 us
back.
e
ut
nam
_s
WIll
be
Withh::ld
u~'Jn
t"c.':!uest.
All
subso called, "desirable" charac2)Most senators did not want to make.
mitted material is subject to ~ondensation. Advertising
teristics.
A
B.S.
senior
student
(and
that
break traditioon.
rates. wUl be available Upon request. All corres ondence'
Fellowwomen, consider this:
Other senators in support of doesn't stand for Bridgewater
should
be aj,jressed to Tti. E COM\ A>:;'NT B idg P
Each of us possess a unique
HlI~
•
r ewater
,s
C
this motion asserted tha t the State)
... tate ollege, Bridgewater. MA. 02324; E~. 260 or 304.
temperament and pe!sonality.
• w

,

THE COMMENT··WILL
NOT PUBLISH . NEXT
WEEK.
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GENERAL EDUCATION
REQUIREMENTS REVISION
Here they are, the complete,
first printing of the revised
General
Education
Requiremen ts, effective
January 1, 1976.
If you happen to be a senor
these revisions cannot effect you
in anyway but positively. But if
not, it wou1dbe wise to take a peek
so when registering for classes
for net semester you will not be
caught off guard.
(Imagine
stand -ing in line for 3 hours
outside the ballroom, then finding out later the courses on your
schedule are invalid!)
In all about 15 hours have been
shaved off the former GER
requirements. This is to give the
student a little more leeway as far
as what electives hel she can
take.
Another option for the more.
motivated students here at BSC,
is to design their own General
Education Requirements.
By
creating a prsonal GER program,
a student would hl;lve the opportunity to explore areas of
interest, and fially answer the age
old gripe: "Why should I have to
take courses that I will have no
use for or do not eniov?"
In the next edition ot The
Comment there wj1l be an indepth
article dedicated to the explanation of the GER's. Until
then, read below, read the
catalog, talk to your department
chairman or your advisor. Bu,
all should be aware of these
pending
revIsions
before
registration in December.
The following was announced to
the College Community in aletter
from the President as of October
3, 1975:

..lepartment, bothin the major and
in cognate courses, all remaining
courses shall be free electives,
hereinafter defined as 'all courses
not required to fulfill .either the
GER or the departmental and
ogna te requirements of the.
major.
3. That most of the General
Education Requirement credits
should be distrib ributed in ~n
appropriate balance among the
five academic groups and the
remainder elected in accordance
with each student's interests.
4.
That the GER would incorporate the required course in
the Federal and State con. stitutions, and that the GER
would ·also permit some credit
toward
satisfying
the
requirement in English composition.
5.
That only one course (3
semester hours) in the major field
may be applied toward the GER,
except for English and History
majors in which a maximum of 6
hours may be applied ..However,
cognate courses required by the
major will apply as appropriate,
toward the GER.
6. Tha t no co-curricular activities
may be used to satify the GER.
The
General
Education
Requirements listed on pages 3034 of the 1975-1976 catalog will no
longer be in effect.
TOTAL
GENERAL
EDUCATION HOURS
REQUIRED - 45 SEMESTER
HOURS
(The minimum number of hours
in each group ust be selected)
GROUP I - HUMANITIES: 9-15
Hours

Economics
Geography as Social Science
. History
Political Science
3-9
"'''''''Massachusetts State law·
requires all students to take a
'course in the
Federal and State constitutions.
Students may fulfiiU this
requirement by electing HI 221 .
(U .S.:History to 1865). THose who
do not elect HI 221 must take
P0273 (U.S. and Massachusetts
Constitutio~s) .
GROUP IV - BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES: 6 - 12 HOURS
Anthropology
Psychology
Sociology.
(3 hours from each of 2 areas)
Electives:
Courses chosen from the
following:
Anthropology
Health
Psychology
Sociology
GROUP
V
NATURAL
SCIENCES
AND
MATHEMATICS: 9 - 15 Hours
(including 1 semster of a
laboratory course)
Biology
Cheistry
Earth Sciences and Physical
Geography
Pysics
Mathematics and Computer
Science ..... 3
Elective{s) :
Courses chosen from the
following:
Biology
Chemistry.
Earth Sciences and P1!ysic1
Geograpy
Physics
Mathematics and Computer
Science

Every effort .was made to English CompOSition ..... ;... 3·
acco\hodate'cet'taill.' liasic
Literature ... ;...................3
assuniptions, to bear in mind·
Philosophy .............: ......... 3
n·ulistically the resources of the
ELECTIVE(S): 0 - 6
College, and to accept as
Courses chosen from the
pat'ameters those
recomfollowing:
mendations which had greatest
English
consensus.
Foreign Languages
The following were the six
Humanities
basic assumptions:
Philosophy
1. That there would be a single
Religion
overall model applicable to all
undergra dua te degree programs. *Proficiency in English Com2. That there would be fewer total position is equired of Hll students.
hours required in General This re- quirement may be
Education.
satisfied by successfully com3. That excluisive of possible pleting a CLEP examination
cognate
requirements,
a
(essay required) or "challenge"
department must not require not examination, or by passing EN
less tha 24 and not more than 36 101 (English Composition 1) with
credits for a major in that a grade of B or better. Students
department.
who receive a grade of C or below,
4. That there would be greater in EN 101 will be required to take
flexibliity in order to offer more \EN 102 (English Composition II),
options for students to choose and which will not count tawas
in order to better accomodate the General
Education
differing needs of the varous Requirements.
majors and degree programs.
5. That all other College degree
GROUP II - CREATIVE ARTS: 6
requirements and/or policies - 12 HOURS
indicated in the 1975-1976 catalog,
Art
other than those indicated by the Music
six assumptions,
the six Communication
Arts
and
parameters and other decisiond Sciences
in this Jetter and its attachment, (3 hours from each of 2 areas)
would ren'An in effect until and
unless
chaned
through Eledives:
established governance
Courses chosen from the
procedures.
following:
6, That as a consequence of the
Art
new GEH. some changes might be
Music
necessary in indicating. the
Communication Arts and
requirements in some majors.
Sciences
Because of the 1mminent second 0- 6*'"
l~mester scheduling proess, such 6**
changes could not be rorally **Within Group II, not more than
implemented until Septt~ber, a total of 6 hours from anyone
H)76, at which time they v.:IlI be area will be counted toward
applicable to all students III the General Eduation Requirements.
NON - CREDIT REQUIREMENT
major.
.
.
The following were the SIX Ll 102 - Library Introduction
(Jarameters:
1. that the GER approximate onc- GnOUp III - SOCIAL SCIENthird of the total numer of CES: 9 - 15 HOURS
semester hours required for Ilistory ................................ 6*"'*
Elective(s):
.
gradua tion.
Courses .. cbQseu , ,from .. the , .
2. 'fhHt beyond the GER and ~he
. i'I~(lillt~m'erit's' 'I:'>y 'the InaJaI' following:

0 6
Parameters with Respect to
General Education Requirements
4

1) Distribution of Courses
Distributuion of GER MUST
INCLUDE
THE
minimum
semester hours each of the five
academic groups (toal of 39
hours) as indicated ve.
The
remaining six hours may be
selected in any of the five groups.
2) Applicability of Major Courses.
and CO£!n:ltf~ r.OlJr~p.s
3) Non-applicability of Cocurricur Activities
No co-curricular activities (as
defined on pages 77, 78, 81 of the
1975:-1976 Catalog) may be used to
satisy the GER.
4) Free Electives
Beyond the GER and the major
requirements, all remaining
courses. shall be free electives.
(A free elective is any course not
required to fulfill either the GER
or t departmental and c0W!~te
require- ments of the major.
,:j'rUDENT DESiGNED
GENERAL
EDUCATION
REQUIREMQNTS
All opportUnity is
students with interest, initia ..
and ability.to design andf
their own General Educ
Requirements. The sudent
exercise this option beforl
beginning of the Sohomore y
A p~oposaJ must be dafted b··.
.

in

orrerej

student. whch clearly· sets
hs . general eduaction
rationale for these goals
plan, including a list o( specific
colurses., for meeting these1
goals. The proposal shall be
submitted to a Faculty General
Education Committee consisting
of one member from each of the
six . divisions
(Behaviorla
Sciences,.' Creative
Arts,
Humanities, Natural Sciences
and Mathematic·s, ·Profess'iona-t
Education and SoCial Sciences).
If approved by that committee
and the Academic Dean, the
proposal may thlen be .implemented Changes in the
program may be. granted by
petition to· and approval of te
General Education Committee
and the Aademic Dean.
The purpose is to encourage
students to research and undrstand the ration- ale and purposes lying behin tlreGeneral
Education· Requirem(mts, and :t .
then employ their own bes'
talents and abilities to design ane
completea' pr(j grarif which wiI
fiIlfill those purpoes.· Flexibilit~
is mandated ithin but tW(
restraints: the total number 0:
hours required of the regulal
General Education program,
and the principle of distributio of
courses chosen from the severa]
academic divisions of the college
shall be upheld.

4 TTN: STUDENTS OVER 22A meetin~ in the Rat on Oct. l~ Mr.
Haughey Will he the guest speaker.Dea
Deep will as also he there .
_ _ n.'-_

Adelicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brown Frenc~ Fries
plus
1 frosty pitcher of beer
plus
all the salad you want to make.

Steak, pitch.er of beer and 1110re. Now only $3:,95.
Sunday through Thursday, with this ad or your coIIegelD.
rru

EMERSONS

Cocktails, wine and beer available.
Newton

1114 Beacon St.

Peabody
15 Mewbury St.~N
Routes 1 & 128 n

(617) 964-20 29 Randolph .
493 High St.
(617) .53.5 0414
(617)
986-4810
·Lawrence 75
Providence
75 Winthrop Ava.
1940 pawtucket Ave
(617) 683-1631
Routes 44 & lA
(401) c~34-6040
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Men.·AND Masculinity
Before
Nine
Q'clock

."..

J

..J.

by Richard C.Tonner

by Rev. Richard Huffines
- WhO needs a men's consciousness raiSing group? Men
who seek the. experience of
consciousness-raising do so out of
a need to examine their male
image. They may be : going with
or living with a woman who is
changing;
they may
be
professionals who have become
confused: recognizing the value
of breaking out of role
stereotypes, they are still forced
to play the invulnerable man at
work. They may be men is crisis
because they do not conform to
the sterotype of earning a lot of
money (artists, actors, teachers,

"macho" We shall talkabwt
"scoring. " Winning. Losing.
Crying. Having sex. Fide1ity~
Loneliness.
Stan Levine indicates boW
being in a men's group helped.
"Things look all the way from
different to better to beautItul.
All the people (girls, wife,
children,
friends) ~ven't
changed, but· I am changing and
growing. "
.
Those interested in joining a
men's consciousness-raising
group should contact Rev. Huffines (3rd floor, Student Union)
by Sept. 27th. The group will run
eight weeks, two hours per
session, and the meeting time will
be arranged for the convience of
those interested.

liberated chicks" to a vaJ{!le .
resentment of the psychological
pressures to prove oneself a
man.
stan Levine, in an article of MS
l]lagazine, states "In the world of
men, I was alone, jealous, angry,
untrusting, and uptight. Onlywith
CQuid I let it hang out. Of course,
with the advantages of hindsight,
worman was based on her ability
to worship me. I was a man. She
was merely a woman."
The focus of the group will be to
talk about the roles we paly.
What it means to each of us to be a
son, a boy, an athlete, a soldier, a
scholar, a wage earner, a 1~ver. a
husba:nld. a fa ther. A man, A
super man. And what it means
not to be some of these things. We
shall talk about the meaning of

The maples a blaze with color signal the arrival of pastel woods and
brisk breezes throughout . Branches of bittersweet arresting ancient
walls and shouting fans atfootball games remind us of a new season. The
timeless flight of the mallards bypass .fields of tired corn. Recently,
Ithought it nice to arise "early and take a pre-class stroll... autumn is here
and there is so much to see and do! Having scuffed through piles of
leaves, I then decided it was time to look for the pleasures Thoureau and
d thi
Frost seem to idolize. Bridgewater is nice this time of year an
ngs we
.,
generally overlook suddenly have a new vibrancy.
Fall days are crisp and bright, turning people ou~oors to enJoy thIS
short pleasure. The front of the Student Union becomes a haven for admittedly lazy friends, content to pass time idly
. in f the
. sun. Pullover
.
ete,.\ .
sweaters replace Bermudas, though the s1urpmg 0 Ice crea~ IS a
The motivations for joining a
mainstay. Talk of bike riding , ~ogging , and ball playin~ indica time for men's group varY from "I ,thought
fun; forget the essays, learrung centers, and orgaruc chemIStry. A I could learn more about
coinmon fad nowadays is the apres-dinner walk to tour nearby fields, our,
tree lined streets or the pond. We return refreshed, only to ponder postIP oning thoughts of homework or errands. Offices and dormitory rooms
_
j
are filled with assorted driedweeds, despite the onslaught of a hayfever
~
epidemic. Absent are kelly green shirts and baring halters; blazers and
.
"
grey corduroys drift into season. Soccer practice is down the road .
•
Laug~ter seems more sincere and whistling all the louder.
Schools windows decorated with red oak leaves and an occasional Hall•
o ween skeleton tell me that autumn is everywhere. The old houses
surrounding the campus sport Indian corn on their doors and signs for by Ann Hackenson
.
garage sales head a weekend ofactivity . The farm stands are overCAPS-college
academic
•
shadowed by mounds of pumkins and towering displays of apple- program sharing - is actually the
home school. The payment is the
cider. Linus and the Great Pumpkin at the card store ... a f.avorite holiday sharing of students courses and available at various schools. He same as usual.
_
will soon draw near. The shops do their best to simulr ! the harvest teachers designed to give the can/give you information on the
6. If you are accepted as a
season, as well. Artificial foliage and paper streamers rf esenta feeble student the ~pport~nity to enlist in various courses and their timeS of dormitory student, the bill will be
attempt of creating a rustic look. Little do they know tht... miss the point. courses aval~able In a state school your chosen "host " school.
from your host school" and in
2. If you find a number of turn you.will pay them.
I know what fall is because I look for it.
other than his own. The colleges
7. Upon completion of your
My pre-school walk had lost it's p~ce. for I was soon to START MY i~v~lved
are. Boston, courses which appeal to you at the
CLASS ROUTINE. Ihad to stomp on chestnuts, relieving my agression! BrId~ewa ter, Fltch~urg, host school, go to the chairperson courses or semester, your final
The morning sun illuminated the sky to a deep blue and the dewy fallen Frammgham, Lowell, North of your major department and fill grades will be sent to your home
.
.
Adams
Salem Westfleld
leaves sparkeled A lone runner panted by , hIS breath steamy In the W
t' C 11 g 'f A t d th' out a "CAPS Registration form" school. You wiUreceive a unique
. . L' ttl d 1..... 1
l' th t th'
orces er,Academy.
0 e e 0 r an
e which 1 l\wST BE APPROVED student coded number for
morrun~ all'. Ie .0 <:n.? s eepers rea lze a
ere sawh01e worId Military
All are
BY HIM.
identifica tion while attending
they mlssd before rune 0 clock.
schools within the Massachusetts
3. Return to the Registrar who the host school.
State College system. Astudent will give you information 9n
If ata~J'P()int in t~,il?,p~~e§~;
may achieve 3-30 semester hour s- scheduling your classes. After you8.have
questions.whiehneither
redits through this CAPS doing so, he will forward the form the Registrar nor'theaepartInent
program. At a college other than to the intended school.
chair~rson can answer, you can
his own. This enables him to take
4. The host school's registrar then visit the Academic Dean of
specialized courses not available will determine your course plan the college (yours). The Dean
at his present school without upon arrival of your form to the will be able to clarify you· on any
having. to go through the form. Within a month you will be doubtful matter.
registration procedures or formal
notified as to whether or n~t the ,This is an excellent progra In
transfer credit approval process.
Most of us, at this early stage American experience. The
course you ~lected are avaIlable. for those students' who wish to
The student can thus broaden his
in celebrating our nation's birAmerican Fron.
You mu' remember that the~e broaden their educational
educational experience with new
thday,
tier: crucible of our national
courses cu'e open to yo~
Y If background and experiences. He
teachers
and
courses.
All
are more than like! fed up with character7 The ownership of'
there are open ~paces wlthm the is able to take specialized courses .
registra tion for CAPS students
Bicentennial guidebooks, land:is it
class. If there IS, the host college which are not available in his
must, be completed by May 15 for
parades,
stjll a noble goal? Did Congress
will consider you as fully school. He can also "go off the
the fall semester and Dec. 15 for
plates,
and
other
such work more effectively in
regis!ered. If not, however. you path," whereas he mray take
the spring and interested students
paraphenalia. BSC, in COll- America's
are
g~ven a chance to arrange for courses which interest him which
should follow these eight steps:
junction with BYD
substitute classes.
cannot be found in the curricula of
past? are all examples of the
1. Go to the Registrar and talk
(Bicentennial Youth Debates) topics which will
5. Tuition and standard fees his school.
It is a versatile
discussed.
over the different courses
will offer students a unique
are the same, billed by your program for the serious student
The BSe event will take place
..
,
hhome" school, paid to your or for that
chance to
Saturday, Oct. 25, 1975. Winners
participate in a meaningful
~~~
from this school will advance
commemmoration· of our 200th through district, sectional and
year.BYD
region"
is a national program, a product al levels of competition to a
fIJ~
RUTOPRRT
of the Speech Communicateon national conference. Scholarships
Assoc.
will be
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
and is supported by a grant from awarded to outstanding parFOR ALL IMPORTED CARS
the National Endowment of the ticipants, ex. $6,000. for 1st place
.
",eo""
Humanities.
in the
.
Any person under 25 years old regional contest.
Authorized Beck! Arnley
Distributor
who has not received a Bachelor's
"~"'..P~
No prior speaking experience
Degree is eligible to participate in is required. Judges will be
with
any of the 'debates or events
commuwhich are 3 in number-- Lincoln- nity leaders,members of loc
A single Rose Douglas debate, extemporaneous civic organizations and teachers.
An An-angementt
speaking,
and
persuasive Anyone interested in competing
speaking. The BYD will focus on must contact Ms. Miskelly in the
questions
CutF1owers'
S.U. Pit by Oct. 17, 1975.
of value that underlie the
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The Comment

o are the .hoys .seeing?
by Kevin Ferry
-

Ethyl, that,s who: She can
mesmorize, she leaves a glow in
your eyes, she makes you feel so
high, a nice glow.
You"are probably now wondering
who this gal could be. Well, some
people were out with her last
weekend. She even left some of
her belongings on the back foyer .
of the Student Union Building.'
Most people who were with her
probably" met her in the
Rathskellar. Most people who live
on and off campus have some real
good times with her. Only occasionally are there negative
ramifications
to
one's
associations with Ethyl. She can
be a real gas. But some people
think that having a party without
Ethyl would be like no party at
all. And of course when this type
of person goes out with Ethyl he
bas to go all the way and you
Imow what that means.
Once the initial pleasure has
abated, you might find yourself
not feeling too well. You might not
want to see her for a while. But of
course as time goes by the excitement of a good time out
weighs the perhaps uncorfortable
morning after and "again you
become involved.
y"ou were little, you
always heard "what's a party
without someone like Ethyl to
make it successful". But you
probably wondered sometimes
about the facts; that these very
samefacts were incongruous with
the reS\1lts : headaches, tension
and red eyes the riexfday.
Remeber the time you saw,
some guy whom you didn't know.
And just by the way he was acting
you knew he had something going
with Ethyl..How could anyone be

.Ever -sfrice'

so foolish to let her get the best of
him llike that.
Well unfortunately, this .Ethyl can
overpower anyone who associates
with her for a long enough time,

Does this type of thinking, stem
from Tacts or emotional
,iustification.

SELF" or something of tha t
nature. Ethyl is nQt a girl but
alcohol and most of the time one
blames any negative reactions to
alcohol on everything but the

I can quit ...

___

,~

And though you may Intellectually believe this
you
might still try your luck. Right ?
Riglir~"-" .--If you want to press your luck ,
let me give you some insights into
the games that Ethyl plays. First
of all lets stop kidding ourselves
and call a spade a spade. Ethyl is
a seductive "Pink Lady" a
Shirley Temple, BLOODY Mary,
alcohol.
Now for the sake of arguement
I'll .assume that everyone who
reads this article is fairly intelligent. Well, if Ethyl were
truely a girl and she acted in the
manner described above, a few
associations with her would elicit
a "Go FORNICATE YOUR-

.

'.

.

Probably t~e latter. An alcoholic
is one whose drinking interferes
with one or more areas of a
person's life and causes
problems. If you consider losing
time from work, or missing your
first class on Monday morning
because of a hangover, resulting
"~ in a lower grade not a problem,
'\ this is your perogative. Breaking
lup with a girl or guy because of
• •• ;the way you act when you drink
1,-------.--/ certainly is no cause for alarm.
RIGHT? WRONG! How about
)~
not being able to remember what
~
happened last night because you
"
had a blackout <temporary
Ed note This article is the first in
memory loss when drinking).
a
series of related articles· on
This rarely happens to most
drinkers.
Typically only alcohol education. ,

="
(•. WneneVer
1

~

alcoholics experience blackouts.
Some other questions you might
ask your·s'elfor your friends:
1) I s tJie
amount of a~"!ohol
consumed more· important than
the good time I had last night?
2) Do other people talk about how
much I drink?
3) Is four o'clock in the afternoon
important to me'?
. ,.
4) Are you waiting for a . particular problem that you have
about h7>oze to be in this list?
If you need help, look up
alcoholism in the phone book. If
you know someone who needs.
some support, give a little help,
they're waiting for. some one like
you.

S.G.A.SECRETARY

booze. The facts are that one in
fifteen is an alcoholic and that
every alcoholic negatively affects at least five other people.
These five other people are
perhaps as sick or sicker than the
alcoholic once alcoholism has
reached the chronic stage. Well ,
if the conservative figures
mentioned above can be applied
to Bridgewater we have a total of
900 people suffering from the

Nomination papers available
at Info Booth

10/22 papers due
10/27 PriInary
10/29 Election

affects of alcoholism.

Right now you are probably
asking your self what is an
acoholic.I'm not an alcoholic. I
may drink occasionally, but no
alcoholic. I do have a friend who
perhaps drinks a little too much
but he or she is no alcoholic either

,

3)

i

con't from pg. 1.
reduction of fuel and part time
and not the end - all must join struggl.e. He went o~ to say tnat
faculty at all schools, along with
together and protest with one the legl.slatu;~ of J?rlvate schools
cutbacks on EOP work ers,
voice - and issue alternatives and UnIVerSitIes did not want a
already in affect.
Because
together.
higher quality of education in
libraries are not receiving funds,
A faculty member from pulbic institues saying it was
the acredidation will subMassasoit Comm. Call. John unfair to them.
.
sequently be endagered.
Casse revealed the support of the
John O'Keefe concluded in
Ray Raposa student trustee
Mayor, part of the faculty of Most saying that the fight was left up to
reported that couJ,'ses were being
State Schools. MTA, NEA and the students The work which must
cut' and North Adams and
SNEA, all are in support of the be sone has to come from the
. Westfield State have already
students demonstration. He student body, united in the cause.
planned to close 6 - 8 weeks for a
contended that if the budgets A number of organisations must
semester break. They would not
were cut, the morale of be formed ar all state colleges
come back until March and
thestudents and faculty will schools to bring the students and
remain to June. There were 900
subsequently be lowered. Course faculty together .
students not funded in inwould be cancelled, a decrease in
Write your representative or
volvement last year with adstudent services, administrative sen a tor work to make this
ditional 1000 for this year, a total
services, student aid and a fcuIty - ecucational system work-for all
of 1900 students not funded
student ratio increase would concerned. It cannot be done by a
presently. .
become evident. His one big plea few. Strength comes in numbers
Senator Jack Bachman was
was for all to COMMUNICATE! so everyone join in the fight!
perhaps on of the few who were
After a brief intermission with
Education is our right-no
willing to help the student Jeff Kane and his quitar, Chris cutbacks, students unite!
Bobisin took the mike. He was a
coalition. He set up an offiee for
the leaders within the state
representative from NSCAR at U
house. Senator Backman stated
Mass at Boston. He contested that
that the program within the gov.
the state should fund all state
are falling to peices and are
college, univeristes and community colleges i as does New
'.r'"
inefficient for helping or solving
the problems.
He alone, is
York ( until this year>. Andrea
inadequate to help change the
Morano followed saying New
York had been cutback and
proposed budget cuts as the
tuition hike for that matter. He
enrollment in the state schools,
asked the students to do as much
but there was a protest, much in
if not all as possible to turn the
the same way as Mass. They did _
tables. For the betterment of
succeed in getting the cutback· {
society and the economy.
broken down immensely, but are t,
Hubey Jones of Human Serstill trying. On Saturday, 500
vices voice rang out among the . students from N.Y. will be sent to
stude~ts saying uWe are all in the
Northeastern University in
same boat, broithe:fi, you can't
Boston for a national concerence
rock on end witnuut rocking the
on proposed education budget
other." This statement was a
cuts, which are taking place
culmina tion of his reporting of the
across the country.
large /I of protests brought to the
Private college and universtate house by the elderly, state
sities are also involved and wish
workers health services and the . to help I?reveot f.b.e. budget CIltS. ,A •• ,
con<#~,4=:~jti~~ti,~j! :~,~r·pga,.ip.~f~~~;iVi~lthlt~"~":frmn~. ~l:andies. '
the 'proposed budget cuts. H~ s~ld
ha ted. th:!l' support III ?u~
Wednesday was just thebegmnmg
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O nc e Is More
Th an En ou gh
A

Do lly ,Pr odu ctio n
Ap pro ach es
By Bill Swift
On October 23, 24, and25, the formance last year in "Twelfth
B.S.C. Ensem ble Theatr e, in Night" . Ermeng ardes would be
conjunction with the com- fiancee is being played by Barry
munication Arts and Sciences Cohen, who was last seen as Little
Dept. will present the Broa€lway Jack Horner in "King Cole and
musica l extrava ganza "Hello , the Country Witches". The cast is
Dolly'. The curtain goes up at 8: 15 rounded out by Dennis O'Neil,
in the Student Union Auditorium.
Milady Khoury, Karen Hantzes,
Tickets may be purchased outside Carol Baldw in, Skip Maloney,
the booksto re startin g on Jack Vercollone, Joe Mullaney,
Tuesday. It is advisable to get
Jerry Kates, and Ray Mitchell.
your tickets early because a full
The lively show is being
turnout is expected.
and choreographed by
directed
Starring in the role of Dolly is Prof, Robert Barnet t, and
You may
Buskey.
Cheryl
promises to be the highlight of the
remember her from her excellent . coming season. The music is'
perform ance' last year as under the expert direction of Dr.
Passionella in The Apple Tree.
oavi~:Vic~ who in addition to his
Playing the role of Horace Van regular duties as the lirector of.
der gelder is Jeffrey Entwistle, the BSC Chorale and Chamber
whose past performances include
Singers has been the musical
the role of God in "J.B.". (It is director for the past three years.
interesting to note that this will be . The show is full of singing and.
the third time that Cheryl aIJd dancing and the dancing includes
Jeff will play opposite each other. a Waiters Galop, a Waltz. a Polka,
Maybe someone is trying to tell
as well as the big production
them someth ing) Portray ing· number.
Horaces two young clerks Cor"Hello Dolly" has something'
nelius Hackle and Barna by
and
z
Woronic
Hank
for everyone and is going to be a
Tucker are
Mark Cartier, both of whom are big smash and must be seen. The
familiar faces to the B.S.C. stage. tickets are $2.50 for students and
Playing the two young ladles that faculty and $3.50 for non-students.
they meet on their adventure in More than worth the price conNew York, Irene Molloy and Sidering what you get for your
Minnie Fay I are Donna Kane and money. And if the idea of Dinner
Theatre appeals to you then
Paula Agnew, respectively.
Jane Laffey makes-her-return 'to check into it, as it is discussed
the stage as Horaces neice Er- elsewhere in this issue. But
Jane may be whatever you decide to do don't
menga rde.
'
remembered for her fine per- miss "Hello Dolly".

The dialogue, however, was truly
by Bill Swift
ion. Kirk Douglas a~d
impress
merit,
embara ssing and the sudsy
Standing on its own
Alexis Smith are adequate III
Jacqueline Susalm's HOnce Is Not their roles but both of them have . background~ score sounds like it
Enouth", is, at best, only fair. It been better. Melina Mercouri came right out of ."the Secret
has suffered greatly in· its tran- does well in her. Garbo- like Storm."
Its unfortunate that the fIlm
sition from the best selling novel
part was' 'so
her
but
er
charact
seen
is
it
if
couldn't have lived.up to the very
to the Sccreen. In fact,
trimmed from what it
high standar ds set by the novel. I
with tlie novel in mind, it will be a severely
was in the novel, 'that her part is
disa ppointment.
was a great fan of the late author
than a cameo.
The story revolves around a nothing more
Jacque line Susann and was
Hamilton was
young girl named January Wayne Georgeingly
I have saddened by her passing a y~r
bad.
(Deborah Raffin) who is in love astound
him act worse. He did ago. It does strike me as peculiar
'with her father Mike (Kirk never seen
nothing except stand around and' however tha t all three Of the
Douglas) who has just gotten
novels written by her that were
marrie d to the fifth richest look good. cally s.peaking, the transfe rred to the screen (Valley
Techni
woman in the world. Dee Grange r'
features are the sets, of the Dolls, The Lov~ Machine,
(Alexis Smith) wh~ is also in love films best
cinematography.
and
es,
and this one) all made rather
costum
with Karla (Melina Mercouri )
and
s
gorgeou
are
sets
lavish
The
unsatisfactory movies. Its sad
an actress recluse who splits her
world' of the that a writer the calibre of Miss
the
ted
iliustra
well
Dee's
and'
Dee
betwe~n
time
(Georg e jet set. The costumes are also Susann couldn't have gotten at
David
nephew ,
with good and complement the sets least one of her books put ontime
makes
who
n)
Hamilto
aphy is
January until she falls in love very well. The photogrs to the screen the way they should have
conform
and
clear
sharp,
(David
Colt
Tom
novelist
been, made.
with
Jansen) who rushes to January to needs of the particu lar scene.
escape a romantic encounter with
her friend and employer. Linda
Riggs (Brend a Vaccar o) a
magazine editor who slept her
way to the top. Now, if all of that
sounds like a soap opera to you
then you're right. Because it is a
soap opera. And that is one of its
main. flaws.
I G biggest flaw is in the script.
paintings are in many private
Two Fall River artists will
The charac ters are all one
collections and are also on per~
recital
a
presehting
at
·dimensional. The main reason for cooperate in
exhibit ion
manen t
at 7:30
this is that almost the whole film and one-man art show
husetts
Massac
astern
Southe
is spent on the charact er of P.M. Wednesday, October 15,at
Univer sity, the Bank Street
January so that the other cast the Clement C.Maxwell Library
College in New York City and the
members aren't given enough of a' of Bridgewater State College in
ale Clinic in Fan River.
Truesd
chance to develop their. Bridgewater. They are Judith
tion in the speciali
Arecep
and
charact ers fully. Another fault Conrad , concer t pianist
area of the Maxwell
ons
collecti
was in the producers attemp t to Thoma s Tavare s,artist and
follow the concer t·
will
Library
get the majority of the ideas that teacher:
exhibit.
and
screen.
the
onto
were in the novel
Miss Conrad, who has studied
It was an impossible task. There
Conservatory and
were just too many ideas to at the Oberlin
a student of
present
at
is
movie.
hour
compact into a two
been heard
has
,
Lettvin
re
Theodo
Had they made a longer movie
. She
colleges
area
at
concert
in
main
the
only
on
concentrating
by
ral
Cathed
Sunken
points of the book then they would will offer
by
Sonata
ht
Moonlig
y.
y,
propert
Debuss
r
have had a far superio
The best thing about this Beetho ven and the comple te
picture is the performance of Goyescas by ,Granados.
Anita Bennett
Tavare s, a gradua te of
Brenda Vaccaro. She steals the
Theatr e
Ensem ble
The
infilm away from everyone
South ,easter n Massac husetts
ions
product
studio
two
ed
present
of
all
almost
s
provide
She
volved.
University and athe Rhode Island
P,M.,
8:15
and·
HA.M.
the films vitality as she c~amps it
School of Design, is an art teacher Oct. 7 at
providi ng an oppuur nity for
up as the wonderfully trampy at the Fall River Middle School.
s to get first-hand exNewco mer Debora h
'editor.
He has previously had one-man student
Raffin provide s the proper shows at the Fall River Art Assn.,
perience at directing and ~eting.
amoun ts of innocen ce and
Terranc e McNally,
Davis Gallery in Marion "Next" by
l examination
vulnerability to her role and gives Clark
physica
a
ed
portray
r Gallery and
a very effective portrayal. David and the Wheele
yea r old Marion.
48
of
-ordeal
Jansen also has his moments as Rhode Island Junior College, both Cheever (Dennis O'niel with Sgl .
he does kind of a Norman Mailer in Providence. His drawings and Thech
(A,nn Britton ). The.
-ttention was .held .
ce's
audien
0
00
00
o
00
DOOD
Of·
CJ
these two actors~
by
completely
Anp., playiin g the typical
business-as -usual ,r~cruiting
'sergent , maintained a straight
face during her by the authority<.
investe d in me ' one liners.
Captivating the audience with. his
versatility, Dennis switched the
entire mood of the play from
o laughter to sorrow through his
A ·Shoc king Cont empo rary Com edy
final speech. Helena
er
Well
ael
Mich
hy
W2.f-, DIRECTOR'
o
The directing ability of .Q.AJl gu.c:,
Hantzes in Thorton Wilder's
"InfaIlCY" was reflected in the
performances of less talented
actors. Peg Thayer played Miss
Wilchick whose total interest
was directed toward police officer. AvOnino, a dynamic performance given by Brian McNamara . Brian Libby and Brian
HAALL WERE HILARIOUS AS
THE BABIES, WHILE ·Matlree l:I,l
.Bray gave a fine protrayal as
Jewish mother Mrs.' Boker.
The major cr~tfor the plays
cat·
muni
Com
atre/
be given to Helena
'The
must
mhle
This Ense
ron
o
Karen Hantzes. They
and
Arts & Scien ces Dept . prod uctio n
faced with the problem
chOOSing the actors and made
will he. prese nted on
right decisions. The well
6· ,. . , .
forme.d plays proved them to
Decemhe~ ,45
0
00
0
0
o
o
talented directors.', .. ,., ... : .
o 0
o 00000 otJ

r-- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --Ar t an d Mu sic
in Joi nt Eff ort
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MOONCHIIDREN

OPE N TO AU STUDENTS
WEDNESDA Y ,'Oc rOB ER 15,
.
6: 15-8 : 15 pm G-4
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.Oct 10

Ed ' Ra she d
B-11 pm
FRID AYS

31 Fran klin St
Fall Rive r, l'ltla·.
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7 : 00-8 : 30 pm in G-4
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... Jim
Morrison,. transmigrates? ... or so some claim',Mike
Costello, the owner of radio station WRNO in New Orleans has· done an
inter- view and a recording station with a man who claims to be the real
Jim Morrison, ex-alive,ex-Iead singer for the Doors. Costello claims that
he put the man through a battery of tests and that the singer accurately
answered detailed questions about his background and history of the
Doors. Costello then reCOf- ded the man singing along with several old
Doors albums,and claimed the re semblance to be uncanny. Costello
states that noone ever actually saw Morrison's body after his mysterious
death in Paris several years ago. The man claiming to be Morrison says
the hotel fire in which he presumably died presented a good opportunity
for him to go into seclusion and escape from the record business. The
validity of his claim will be tested soon when a former friend and associateof Morrison's will arrive in New Orleans to confirm or deny the
mystery man's ;;tssertions ...
., .Reports have it that Paul McCartney and Wings American Tour will
commence early in 1976 after a windup of their Japanese and British
tours ... Springsteen's perfectionism ruins U.of Maryland HomecomingBruce cancelled upcoming engagement at the University because he was.
"artistically unready" to perform. The reason?-the acoustics in 14,000'
arena were not conducive to his act. The U. of M. students had even made
a float in Springsteen's likeness ...
by Linda McPollack
... An incredible lineup of October concerts have been contracted by
If the noise of the world has From there he moved on to New Cathedral of St. John the-Devine
rock impressario Don Law; Rick Wakemen and Gary Wright Oct II at the gotten you lately, if you've found York to study with Paul Curtis at
which was filled to capacity with
Music Hall: Rod Stewart and The Faces and Peter Frampton Oct. 13 at . yourself longing for a quiet the famous American Mime
an enraptured audience. Several
the Garden: Jefferson Starship and Fleetwood Mac Oct.l8 at the Garden: evening out without having your Theater. While still in New York
television appeagances and an
Crosby INash Oct 21 at the Music Hall: Zappa and the Mothers Oct. 23 at
ear drums
barraaged by a Keith decided to bring his mime
extensive college circuit have
the Music Hall: Jerry Garcia Band featuring illustrious session man
made Keith Berger's mime
constant cacopho,ny of sound then to the street. He performed in
Nicky Hopkins Oct. 24 at the Orpheum: the first Boston appearance of
known nationwidw€.
treat yourself to an evening with Washington Square, with· outreggae pioneer Jimmy Cliff Oct. 25 at the Orpheum: Stevephen Stills
Keith Berger.
standing success.
Keith will be on our campus
Oct. 30 at the Music Hall: the incredible,inimitable Little Feat Oct. 31 at
Keith Berger is now very well October 15 for a one day resiBerger
is
a
performer
of
Keith
the Orpheum: and a triple bill at the Garden Nov. I-theDoobies, New
dency.
He will conduct a
the ancient art of mime, the art of known to the people of New York.
Riders,and a new band,Outlaws ... and at Symphony Hall-Oct 24,moving
He
has
given
impromptu
perworkshop
in
the small gym which
silent
performing.
His
interest
in
from the Mall to bigger things,the original blues guitarist Roy Buchanan
is open to anyone who is inmime develop~d when he was a formances in the parks and
with special guest Tim Weisberg. The Friday next, the Hall offers
terested. There will also be an
child in California. One day he street corners interspersed
rebounding,once society's child,Janis Ian along with Tim Moore, who
eve-ning
performance in the
saw a man in a depart- ment store between his professional
penned Garfunkel's cover,"Second Avenue" Moore soon to be a major
audit~ripm at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
window performing as if he were engagements. All three major
talent.. .
are 50~ for students and $1.50 for
. .. More on new Dylan lp. Eric Capton and Kokomo appear on one of ten' " mechanical". It made a vivid New York newspapers have
tracks. Remainder of album features Emmylou Harris on vocals with
non-students.
impression on him and as he grew covered his street performances.
backup Instrumentation 'by members of New York bar band called
Come and enjoy an evening of
older he began the long pain- He is ail integral part of the
"Rckin' Rob Stoner and The Rebels. Here's hoping they're not
highly unique entertainment.
staking process of teaching Manhattan scene.
Professionally Keith has Come to see Keith Berger; you'll
Elephant's Memory in disguise ...
himself mime. While he was still
.... A new all night,jazz oriented radio program,entitled "The Third'
in Los Angeles· Keith directed played at the Mercer Art Center. be able to, hear an idea drop.
Program" is now underway on radio station WGBH-FM 89.7. Each
college stUdents in his hour long in New York. He recently gave a
weeknight from midnight to two the station will offer a crossection of
solo performance a! the gigantic
mime play, "Interruptions".
mainstream jazz. Then from two to six a.m. musician, lecturer and
teacher Hayes Burnett will focus on specific musical genres- Mon:
Contemporary Jazz, Tues: International Music of the Third World, Wed:
Rhythm and Blues and Latin Music, Thurs: Pure Blues and Folk,and
Fri: Contemporary Jazz ...
... Dancing Jocks .. a new way of being. Perhaps. An unusual course,"Dance for Athletes,"designed for those who are actively engaged in
FAGOT (fag/00, n. I. a bundle of
sports activities ,is being offered by the Joy of Movement Center,536
sticks, twigs or small branches
Mass.Ave;Central Square Cambrid~e. Beginning October 13,the. ~all
etc. b()und together, used for fuel,
winter program explores the aesthetic (as compared to the competitive)
Recipe #]2
as a fascine, etc.
sense of motion inherent in athletics. Muscular coordination and tonality
will be examined through stretch exercises in terms of modern dance
styles. Phone 492-4680 for details ...
This definition not withstan... New lp releases.. Soon to be released 44Shaved Fish" ,a Le~non
ding,we all know what a fagot is.
greatest hits ... Jessie Colter's second with husband Waylon Jennmgs
They go by many names:
co/producing in the works ... Quicks~lver.Messenger'~ "Solid Silver".on
queer,sissy,fairy,etc.,but did you
the racks .. .legendary bassist Charhe Mmgus out wIth two compamon
ever wonder where the word fagot
Ip's,"Changes-Oneand Two" recorded live in N,ew York D~cember ... the
came from? There is a very in"Texas Cannonball" Freddie King, recorded hve in Austm for most of
teresting history connected to the
.
his second RSO album, "Larger Than Life"...
homosexual connotations which
Add ice to a mixing glass or jelly jar,
... Nixon on Record?.. Seems an impossibility but David Frost,who
the word now carries. This history
recently negotiated a multimillion dollar deal for the exclusive rig.ht to
dep~nding on your financial situation.
dates back to the Middle Ages.
interview Nixon on TV will make record albums from the four 9O-mmute
Pour in 2 oz. of Jose Cuervo Tequila.
Homosexuality has never been
tv segments.Since Nix~n agreed to at least 20 recording sessions.,giving
accepted
by any other than those
The juice from half a lime.
Frost more material than he could ever use on tV,the album may mclude
cultures marked by their high
.
some parts of the interview left on the cutting room floor..
1 tbsp. of honey.
achievements in art and in inShake .
tellectual activities such as the
... Pulp pop authoress Erica Jong back in NYC after California bore~om
Greek and Romans. In fact, there
Strain into a cocktail glass or
grew unbearable. Ms Jong's new "novel", "How to save yor own Life."
are even wonderful epic poems
will con- tinue to feature the adventures of Isadora Wlng.the hot heroine
peanut butter jar, depending on your
written -in batin glorifying
of "Fear of Flying.". Ms. Jong recently showed a d~aft of h~r new book
financial situation.
homosexual love.- But I diverge.
to admirer and
known prude,novellst Henry. ~mer. Said
Imagine how tolerant the Middle
Th~nk
Henry, uFrankly ,Erica.there's just too much sex· In It.
you ,Henry Miller,for your much needed voice of reason and moderation
Ages were,a period of history
synonymous with the Inquisition.
in these slimy,sleazy times...
.
... Russians becoming more Wsternized? ..Party offiCials sar nyet,but
Whenever the people were feeling
expatriate author Yuri Brokhin claims in a soon to ~ pubhshed Dell
rQwdy,they would clear the city
book that clandestine gambling casinos,prostttutl.on,thlevex: and dope
s4uare and set up a stake or
black markets are rampant in the streets of Moscow. Tbe wrttersays ~e
gibbet,pile up a nice big moUntain
infiltratedf the Moscow underworld to research the book .. ":'hen his
of faggots, strap a witch or
motives were discovered. 'he became the target of both crtnunal and
heretic to the stake and set about
KGB elements,and was forced to flee the Vaterlan~ for th~ U.S. T~~
to burning him or her to a crisp.
book!s title-HHustling on Gorky Street: Sex and Crime 10 RUSSIa Today.
But before they set fire to this
Yuri don't sweat it. You can't miss. With a title like that,our depr~~ed
bonfire and in order to make this
prol~tariat
will
eat
it
up
with
fullmouthed,smIl1Og
a truly glorious affai! ,they would
go the the local prison,gather up
disdain .................... ·· .. ·· .. ····· .. ·····
all
the
convicted
homosexuals,take them to the
square and pile them up on top of
the :faggot13;,The na.me has stuck
lOSE CUERVO~TEQUII.A. 80 PROOF.·
ever since.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY \OlQ75, HfWBLEIN.INC., HARTFORD. CONN.

The Kinetics of Silence
Berger Comes to Bridgewater

DID YOU KNOW?

*

**
*
**
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Dinner Theatre
ColllesTo B. S. C.
-

: The B.S.C. Ensemble· Theatre in conjunction with· the ::ituaenf Umon
. if Ivites you out for an evening with Dolly Levi and her friends. On opening
,'.light (Thursday Oct. 23) a gala sit-down dinner will feature:
. Beef a la JDolly (Beef Burgundy)
.
Buttered noodles Cornelius.
Barnaby peas
Horaces ' tossed salad
Irene's. strawberry shortcake
Beverages and wine
.
Tqe prices for this evening of dinner and theatre are:
'.. $5.30-dorm students (1.00 credit on meal ticket)
6.30-commuters, faculty, and staff
. 7.3o-for all others
$3.30-dorm students
Those who purchased a season's package:
4.30-all others

.'

c. I. A.
: 2)Scieitces and Technology- •'Keeps us ahed of enemy sdience
technology' ,
3) Administration
4) Covert Action
. This last function has recently
come under public scrutiny the
past few years as a resuly of
Watergate and othe CIA
operations .
Mr.' Osborn believed that the
· turning point lor the CIA as a
· goverment agency ., began to
concentrate on "The enemy from
· within" in other words to check up
on the American people themselves, and to keep completee files
.on any anti-war activists in the
mid's 60's or subversives who
spoke out against the goverment
· of the US. Mr. Os born felt that /
the CIA has become to powerful
an organization and that all
covert operations, except for
espionage should be elimina ted,
and and brought to public exposure, He urged everyone in the
audience to become concerned
citizens by reading newspapers
watching the news, and taking a
general concern over what is
happening in the world. He
mentioned several ways in which

Oteryl Buskey being sen~ed by director Robert Barnett.
'On Saturday evening oct. 25, our festivities will feature a bountiful buffet
including:
Garden and fruit salad.5
Steamship round of beef
Cauiflower
French beans almondine
Potatoes au gratin
Gheesecakes
Beverages and wine
The prices for this evening of dinner AND THEATRE ARE:
$7.1O-dorm students
8.lO-commuters, faculty, and staff
9.10-a11 others
J'hose who purchased a season's package:
$5.10-dorm students
6.10-all others

weBS individuals could obtain
further information on the CIA He
suggested writilrg to The C:nter
for National iSecurity Studies,
122 Maryland Avenue NE
Washinton de 2002 and asking for
panphlets which th e agency puts
out. Another would be for the
individual to request a coopy of
his file as a result of the passage
of the Freedom of Informatioll_
Act. THe CNS8, will provide
instructions _on sbtaining this_
information as well.
Bart Osborn ,a keen wit bright
intelligent man who left the CIA in
1970 because he did not wish to
involve himself - in a murder
operation, presented his evening
lecture as the last of a sseries of
day long lectures and interviews
involving severall different
groups - of Bridgewater Students
and faculty Perhaps his lectures
was a bit "cut and dried" but p'~s
intentions to make us
more
aware of the operations werre
recieved with warm round of
applause and appreciation.
Through his personal experience,
Mr. Osborn succeeded in informing us the actiyities of the
'CIAand how they affect our
rights.

- I

a

I

cont.

I
I
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"BUT ALL MY
QTHER RECORDS
PIA Y O.If.!"
-wARI~ING . . If you~re~ord player
skips on a new record this indicates that
) flU need to ren1ace your worn nee{lle'~
Do it \now .to protect your s'
records
from further dam, -,o-e.
..
Donna .Kane as Irene Molloy'-' . Barry Cohen as Ambrose.
P'LAN A THEATRE PARTY wri'fI YOUR FRIENDS
Reservations can be made through the student union information
booth prior to October 17 and telephone reservations must be paid for
within 24 hours after making the reservation.
CALL'NOW AND AVOID THE RUSH
For further information call 697-8321. ext. 303

REMEMBER:
: .,. . . ····JJO£L,¥···IS···,·COMING····!'!"·,

1$1.00 0

rF hUr

discount price on

I

DIAMONI) NEEDIJE .
WIth this

COUPO)l

only Good untilO c t.12

PIC & DISC INC.
RTE,. 18 ON THE COMMON

··,B-R-IDGEWATER CENTER .. 697-2229
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all

IILISSIFIBDS
was greatly appreciated. Once
again thank you very much. Paul
L. Huilbeault, President of Phi Pi
Delta

1972 Honda CLl75, 2 helmets,
luggage rack, excellent condition.
_C~ll 238-4297 (Easton)

Mary-Lou: Thanks for all the
rides home when I couldn't do it.
Happy Anniversary - this is only
number 1. Knuckles

wanted

,To My Johnson:
Happy Anniversary Love; 10-14-75. Time
makes us better and better. I
Lo~e you.,. M.L.

Guitar players for the Music
Group at the Catholic Center;
needed to play at liturgies on
weekends - Sat. at 4=00 pm, and
Sun. at 10: 45 am.

I"

01

tryouts
. There will be a meeting of all
women interested in trying out for
varsity and junior varsity
baSketball teams at 11 o'clock on
. Thursday, Oct. 16th in room 121.
This meeting is an introductory
meetjng which all in interested
people must attend.

Mark-at-tbe-Hill:
You better
leave VW's where they are
parked form now on. P.S. You're
~autiful.

ride/riders

WORKSHOPS' SCHEDULED:
Tuesday evening: WHAT IS THE
IMAGE OF GOD?
Women and the City: Members
of the YWCA Residency Board
DASH: Divorced and Septed
Helpmates
A Theology of Liberation
Rest and Rap
*(Two others to be confirmed)
Wednesday evening: What's in a
Name? Biblical affirmation of
retaining m maiden name
after marriage
Future Shock:
Teen-agers
share
their
dieas
on
women/liberal
Women in Transition
Spirituality
and
PSYCHOLOGY OF Women
Thursday evening: Racism/Sexism continued

free
Cute, adorable kittens! - for Free!
4 orange tiger kittens available in
2 weeks. Contact the Comment
Off~e, ext. 260 or SGA, ext. 421.

HELGA!! I think I'm falling in
love.

To and From U. Mass. weekend of
Nov. 1st. Also to Falmouth, Nov.
21st or 22nd. Will share gas cost.
Contact Linda, Rm. 225 in THy.
Ext. 361

A Celebration of International
Womn's Year; October 21-22-23,710 each evening.
Tuesday, Oct. 21, 1975: Tpic:
Global Concerns of Women.
Speaker: Ms. Mar~ P. Burke of
the
Center
of
~oneern.
Washington. D.C.
Wednesday, Oct. 22,1975: Topic:
Equal Rights· Amendment and its
implications.
Lpeaker: Arlene
Violet RSM, AAss't Attorney
General, Rhode
Island
Thursday, Oct. 23, 1975: Topic:
Racism and SexisIJl. Speaker:
Ms.
Kathleen Gooding of
American Fiends Service
. Co~mit~e,. C~mb~idge, Mass.

Priscilla, I'm leaving! I want to
go back to Florida and ive in
Marco. I want Mark, and I got
Mark. Right Pussy,?
51

for sale

~omen today "

Mary-Lou: Thanks for
the
rides home when I couldn't do it.
Happ

food co-op

Carol B.: "What a difference a
day makes, 24 hours". Thank you
for being such a beautiful
orangatan!

ARE YOU TIRED OF HIGH
FOOD COSTS -- IF SO ...
... You now have a special
opportunity to Reduce Your Food
Costs through a newly formed
Food Cooperative sponsored by
K.B., if you don't stop changing Self Help, Inc. in Brockton.
Although there will be conyour clothes, I'm going to get you
siderable savings. there is also
a fashion coordinator! C.S.
some obligation. Each member
shall be required to do some
B.T., It definitely was a fair deal occasional volunteer work in
but one true love is enough for order to keep the prices down
now. You can have a milky way and keep the Food Cooperative
any time! Thanks.
running wiell.
Food Stamps
may be utilized for the purchase
To P.M. in Pope, "Dance with of food. A membership fee iof
me". I won't step on your feet!!! $10.00 is required. Membership
si completely open.
It is
Maria, Tony, Nancy, Tom, and estimated that annual savings
Danny;
Isn't there a paper could amount to hundreds of
around somewhere? Love, Guess dollars per member.
INTERESTED? Call Self. Help.
Who.
Inc.
and ask for the Food
Cooperative Representative. The
Danny B., Hope you enjoyed your number is 588-5440.
Birthday Party. Isn't it great to
be at the ripe old age of 20. I
lost & found
didn't mean you had to wait
forever' come up soon, we can, (
To who ever took my
still be friends. Wood #51 if you've typewriter from Tilly.....PLEASE
forgotten.
return it.. No questions asked.
Carol Tilly 231

-

A ride to the Crosby-Nash concert, Oct. 21, Boston. Contact Jeff
and Patty at the Bookstore.
Thanx.
x

personals
B. "ELTON" P., Thanks for the
every days you make into
holidays. I hope to see you around
for a long time to come. Don't
forget to study your English.
Love Always, The Cat.
Dear Tarzan: . Keep that look in
your face, andreIp.eml;Jer things
will happen the way you make
them happen. Love, Jane
I loved you yesterday; I love you
today; I'll love you tomorrow!
Bones

Dear Leesa, Do unto others as
you'd have others do unto you. I
forgive you this time. (smile).
"School Teacher"

o

*********
f .•'-

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-ta-date. 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose •
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE •• II 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477·8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
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Sbe'sthe ·kirid of young girrthat feelsih~l11$ilJestP;tlidin~adolescent girls
lonely. Feels teftout. Feels the whole
wboba"¢.pet~{)nid,social.and family
world is a hostile place.
. diflkuJties.·
.
The kind·of girl who hascrumblc4 ·AsllSYalOJo8i~ts,cblid.~re and
under the aWesome presslIresoLa.· s()cialw(Jrk.e~1teach~i:~imfses. ret:disrupted home and an il'lconsi~tentreaiiou Jeaderst.ari~irfother fidds,
society. The. adolescentglrl. who. has·. ..• thesistcrSstriveJhrotlgli ll;')ve;undet'- .
built awallm'oulld herself :it1d.wp9 .. stal.ldJr%uiidtotlllcommitment to
will never grow lip emotionanyunlessChri~t ttl help these girls findtbemJove breaks through to free her.. ',. . sctvesand G<Xiagai n.· ..• ...... .
..
The SlSTf;RS OF Tmi. GOOD SHill'·
Doyouhtwe a deep intiH'cst i.n
HERD who are religiously committed
others? Wmdd yOu lil<emore infor·
and professionally tr~illed dedicate
matiol1on()urapostola,teof caring?
-

I

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

···opil1···ni.,;\li,t~!I!j~'p'·forher:

;.:~:

Deadline for
Oassifieds is the
Mon. before
publication

11275 Massachusetts Ave .• Los Angeles, CA 90025

I .. _ ...... _ ............ ~~---~~.~.~~~~~-- ........ --~- .............. -.-.............~---,

.
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Over $33,500,000 'unclaimed scholarships, gran.ts, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH

.

. Registration Fee:
$1.00 each
evening ( if people can affor~ to
Ppay). This celebration is open to
all persons everywhere. Childcare will be provided each
evening. For further information,
call Sr. Annette Rafferty, ¢6 Birch
St., Worcester or at 757-9183 or 7562338.
If interested in going,
contact the Catholic Center or
Toni Coyne, ext. 260, 421

Unclaimed
Seholarships

THOUSANDS ON FilE

The Brotherhood of Pm Pi Delta
would like to thank all those who
helped to make our open party on
Oct. 3rd the success that it was.
Your enthusiasm and cooperation

Sex-role stereotyping: Implications for Education
Women in Prison
DASH (repeat workshop)
Alternative Life-Styles
Rest_and Rap.

S33f)500~OOO

RESEARCH ~ A~ERS

To the girl with the pink socks and
funny shoes: Hope the Bow, wow
didn't hurt your Buster I!rowns.
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BEARSARE
MBERONE
by Joe Silvi
Shhhh! ... Don't tell anyone but
the Bears are number 1. . .
Shhhh!. . . Last Saturday afternoon the Bridgewater Bears
edged the Maine Maritimers by
the score of' 18-16. With that
victory coupled with Boston
State's 28-3 victory over Nichols,
the Bears took over sale
possession of first place in the
New England Football Conference. Shhhh!· The Bears as
usual used a controlled ~ttack,
staying mostly on the ground (71
runnjng plays). In the first period
neither tea, scored but in the
second period the Bears drew
.first blood on a I-yard touchdown
pass from Brennan to McCarthy
with a little over 4 minutes
remaining., With Paul Trinque's
extra point the Bears led, 7-0.
Maine made 4 fumbles in the first

half, one of which set up the next
BSC score. As Maine fumbled in
the late part of the first half and
BSC turned it into a 22-yd. field
goal by Trinque with 6 second~
left and the Bears led 10-0 at the
half. Tim Lerette, star halfback
for the Mariners, was held to a
mere 31 yards rushing in the first
half. In the third quarter, Lerette
was stopped even better as Maine
was held to avinus 4 yards
rushing. In the fourth period, the
Bears scored again on an 11 yard
rush by ~teve Washkevich. The
extra point suddenly became two
as the snap backwetn through the
holder's hand and it was picked
up by Trinque who tossed to
Washkevich to make it 18-0,
Bridgewater.
End
of
Bridgewater scoring. Begin
Maine Maritime scoring. Tim

SOCCER
COMES HOME
For the first time in 15 years
BSChas an intercollegiate soccer
team. Prior to being dropped in
1960 in, favor' of football,
Bridgewater was a national
power under Coach Ed Swenson,
current BSC athletic director.
The history of Bridgewater
soccer was highlighted by a
national championship in 1956.

And now soccer is making a
comeback. Under the leadership
of Coach John Jesse DeMello the
Bears will challenge Rhode Island
Conege next to the football field at
3:30 this coming Teusday. The
players would like a little fan
support and they definitely
deserve it. Come and help usher
in the reincarnation of soccer at
BSC.

Lerette begins to work.l Maine
rushes for 126 yards in the fourth
period. Lerette scores on 1 and 2
yard runs set up by his own
scampers of 48 and 46 yards
earlier. This makes the score 1816 Bears. With a minute and a
half left the Bears were forced to
give up the ball around midfield.
Toe Flaherty punted the ball and
it was partially blocked but there
was a roughing the kicker penalty
on the play. Ruling being that the
perso n who partially blocked the
punt was not the same person that
bumped into Flaherty.. In any
event the Bears retained
possession of the ball on the
pentlay and ran out the lcock to
preserve the victory. So as of now
the Bears are. ., Shhhh! . . .
Number 1. .. Oh, hell, shout it out!
EXTRA POINTS--During the
game Paul Trinque had a field
goal attempt blocked but luckily
he recovered it preventing one of
'three Maine Mariners from
picking the ball up and scooting in
for the TO. .. Halfback Mark
Harrinton did a fine job blocking
[or runners Marc Kerble (100
yds.) and Steve Washkevich (90
yards) ... Tim Lerette ended up
with 145 yards ... Harrington has
a sore knee and Kerble a tender
shoulder from Saturday's game ..
. The Bears had the ball 82 plays
from
scrimmage.
Bridgewater's next game at home
is against Framingham State,
Saturday at 1:30.p.m.

Field Hockey
1975
Field Hockey team opened their fensive

attack.

win over Southern Connecticut.
The lone goal of the game came
only seven minutes into the first
half. BSC wore down Southern'S
defense enough' to let soph Carol
Bolduc drive in the winning tally.
Esther Holmes recordEd the shut
out goal.
Three days later Bridgewater
faces the University of Vermont.
In a rather
lackluster perfoormance, the Bears escaped
with 0-0 tie. BSC looked solid
defensively, with Esther Holmes
again responsible for the shutout
in goal. H9weveer, Bsc has yet to
prove they've remedied last
year's problems of a weak of-

14 - Handwriting Analysis Dem. in the
6.U. Foyer 11:66 a.m.
15 - _Ke1,'tih Berger - Mime Performano,e
'S.tr. Aud. - 8:00 - •• 50 studentfJ,

16 - Bioyole Demonstration
Ra thske+lar
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start producing goals, the Bears
are going to have to settle for a lot
of -0-0 ties and 1-6 losses.
The J.V.'s on the oQIer hand,
have shown more balance . In
their season opener versus
Southern Connecticut's J.V.'s
Becky WELSH'S 2 goals resulted
in a 2-0 victory for atbe Bears.
The J.V.S second win in, as
many games was an 8-0 thrashing
of SMU's
varsity team.
Displaying an offensive punch
that the varsity could use, Becky
Welsh tallied 4 times, Denise
Bereszyniewicz twice, and Laura
Rice and Marianne May once
each.

- .Ra,ill1skellar Enterta.inment (Rook) 7-

11·

Unless

1975 season last week with a 1-0 Bridgewater's forward line

~on.-Fri.

3-10 p.m.
Sat. 10-10 p.m'.
Sun. 1-10 p.m.

TOP TEN POLL Joe SiIVi

Men's Tennis

, 1. Ohio Sta te

2. Oklahoma

Mter dlopping the trouble in beating Ford Heard (f)
.season opener to Salem State the . 6-3, 6-2, and No. ¢6 Dave Izzo .
Once again sharp net play of
men s tennis team has been
Gariepy-Tolivaisa
(B) paid off as
victorious in their last 3 outings.
they jOined forces to nip, )O'Cnnell-Oldach (F) 7-6, 6-3.
A 5-4 win over
Harrington-O'Connell
(B)
No. Adams t a one - sided 8-1
victory over Westfield and most trounped Siggins -Russell (f) 7-1,
recently a 6-3· rout over Fram- 6-3, ahd thr 3rd doubles teame of
ingham. In singles play Capt. and Art Allen brook and Jeff Marvelle
(8) lost a bard (ought battle 6-4,7no. 1 player Mike Cobb and NNO.
#
PLA YER Ray Gariepy 6, to Ford- Quinlin (F) to end tbe,
remained undefeated. Mike days play.
beating Henry O'Connel 6-2, and
Coach
Henry
Rosen's
Ray easily beating Walt Siggins 60, 6-0. Other singles action saw no racquetteers are busy this week
. 2 Mike Tolivaisa (B) dispose of with matches at Wor- cester,
Steve Oldach (F) 2-6, 6-2, 6-4, No. Tuesday, Stonehill wednesday
and off to Salem friday and
5 Steve Burger (B) had litlle
Saturday for the Regional
playoffs.

Southern California
Nebraska
Texas
Texas A & M
7. Alabama
8. Michigan
9, Penn State
lO.Oklahoma State
3.
4.
5.
6.

. TOP .TEN POLL Kevin Hanron
1. Texas

2. Ohio State
3. Oklahoma

4. West Virginia
5. Alabama

Southern California
Missouri
Arizona State
Tennessee
10.Nebraska

6.
7.
8.
9.

I

Women's Volleyball
There are only 2 players (soph.) returning from last year's varsity volleyball team. This being the case, one might expect to hear
coach Rachel Arnold using the phrase 4rebuilding season' quite frequently. Yet just the opposite is true.
'
~ think we'll have a really interesting season,' Mrs. Arnold, now in
, her second season, feels. 'The new players we've got this year can
step right in and fill the places of the players we lost. I'd even say
the skill level this year is higher than it was last year. ' Since last
year~ squad finished with an 8-2 log, it looks like the 1975 Bears
ar~ a very talented team.
. Hsc has an unusually young squad. There are no seniors on
the varsity. Mary Kelleher, Eilleen Tebbitts, and Rosie Ventura are
juniors, Ruth Jameson, Chris Prendiville and Gayle Cameron are
sophomores, and freshmen Mary Delory and Jane Frost (who both
have excellent chances of starting and/or seeing a lot of action.)
Height and power will be the two strong points for Bridgewa ter .As
a result, the team will be utilizing a more involved 5-1 system-5 spikers and 1 setter, who directs play. This should bolster BSC's
offensive game considerably.
.
Though she naturally gets upset when the team loses, Coach Arnold
does not stress winning. 'It's not a big thing with me. The kids are
here first to learn and to enjoy the game, especially on the Junior
Varsity level. Whether or not we win comes after that.'
If Mrs. Arnold's assessment of her team is correct, Bridgewater
has the potential to once again put together a good season.

denim- and corduroy
jeans,ieisure suits,
polyester a.nd
corderoy sh irts

Ii

1975 Schedule
.-Oct. 13 Springfield
Oct. 17 U Ma~s.
Oct. 20 Brandeis
Oct. 29 Southern Conn. & U of NH
EOcNov. 1 Eastern Nazarene & Northeastern
Nov. 3 Barrington & Emmanuel
Nov. 6 Wheaton & Bryant
Nov. 11 URI
Nov. 13 SMU
4:00
Home
6:00 Away
3:00 'Away
6:00
Home
1:00
Away
6:00 Home
6:00
Home
6:00 Home
6:00 Home

,
~

convenience
~'. of a checkin2' accountearn interest
like a savings account.
Come in and inquire
., ab~ut our NOW accounts
r

B~GEWATE. R

C'~BANK
,"'<=OIt .. OItATEO '.72

• Mon. • Tue•.• Wt,d .• Frid.
9.~.M. to 1 P.M.

. ,BEEN WONDERING
WHAT TO DO WITH
YOUR ~TUDENT I.D.?
hri~g it ov~r to Pantpourri
and y~u'll get 10 off*

when you buy that shirt from
India or those new cords'
'you've heen need'n.
we have paint pants, overalls,
pre-washed orhasic jeans,
and a unique selection of
pipes, papers, and jewelry

* markdown&hlue
denim·
excluded'
.
j

•

denim and corduroy
jeans, jackets,
skirts, 'jumpers a.nd
super coordinating shirts

I~.t,talt.
Master
Otarge

(1.'Ti.,
"18EI

47 Broad Street -

Bank
anlerica
Card

" j"

Route' 18

Bri~gewater, Massachuse~ts

OPEN WED. & FRI. TIL 9:00 pnI
...

'< -,

,
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The Comment

October 9:,1975

FRESI I MAN FOLLIES .'79
last Thursday night the Kelly
Gymnasium appeared to be the
scene of utter madness and
complete mayhem.
The
situation was WRA's annual
Freshmen Follies. Costumed and
mad(up freshmen women
frolicked, laughed and danced
their way through skits and songs
about their first few weeks of life
at BSC. The program for the night
ran smoothly, under the direction
of Master of Ceremonies WRA .
President, Cheryl GUlis.
The Class of 1979 was well
represented -- all 5 floors of
Great Hill delivered their acts to
a large turnout of upperclassmen. When the performance was over, the judges
had the dubious honor of trying
to single out one floor as the best.
While the crowd was awaiting
the judges decision, the audience
was treated to a special performance by a group of upperclassmen,
who
billed
themselves as the "ShangriLa's"(direct from Las Vegas).
Bridgewater will never be the
same after their version of
"Leader of the Pack".
Finally the judges -- Judy
Bard. Dean Breslin, Dayna
Daniels , Prof. Joyal and
Student Representative Marian
Coakley -- announced the winners. The girls of the Third Floor
of Great Hill walked off with
First Prize for the second year in
a row. Free refreshments were
provided for all afterwards.
WRA wishes to thank the
judges for their generosity in
donating their time, Doreen
Quintiliani and Erin Condon for
their invaluable help in the
organizational end of things,
Kathleen Parker for her spledid
spread of refreshments, and the
freshmen for their tremendous
turnout and enthusiasm.
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LIKE REAL LEATHeR

~oorNA7f/RAi-

ICO~FORTANDSVPPORr.

.Brockton, Mass.

Ames Street

Tonite through Sunday-

?-

~

G E

ILOWER HEEL~

OLE.:

. WilEN YOIJ WALK YOf./1( WeIGHT
SHIFTS ALONG FROM flEEL TO rOES.
'fI15 EXERSOL£ ROCKe~ SOLe TAI(es

"VO RAiseD HeE-L ,0.5}/XK YOUR
!LEG AAiP SPINe.. rillS LOWeR.
:J-IEEL. ABSORB5 THE HEeL GROVivm.

YOU NATURAL Toe ''SP/(ING'': LESS TIRING.

;CONT.4c.r SMOOTHLY". LIKe WI1:eM.
YOt/ WALl( BAREFOOTO..vSANLJ.

7/£ W£/GHT IN 5TR/f)£ 4V.D HELP5 Give

TOPS in: disco bands

ILESS

SHOCK. less TlIUN6.

the EXERSOLE®

DTJWN..TO-EAHTH C#r7lQ~M."-"'r~OR---T-

Every Monday Nite
.\

,

xfords, Boots and Sandals
For Guys 'and:_Qal~

FANTASTIC SPECIAlS
Thursday nite .. Flash your I.D. college
and every drink is 75 c

""""".L.LJI."!o.-america

.Card

_: I~_rrlllll,

=

$15.99
Master

charge

111_tJ:1

Friday & Saturday nites- get V2 off
cover charge with college I.D.
.

_

'Open Wed. & Fri.
. _ _'\ Til 9 p~m. /

47 Broad Street !.

tf t. tslmlkl

FROM

Route 18

BrIdgewater, AlalS8ILChus.~tU.

